Passenger Car Roadmap

Updated by the Advanced Propulsion Centre in collaboration with and on behalf of the Automotive Council

Executive summary – Passenger car roadmap
•

The 2009 passenger car roadmap identified tailpipe CO2 legislation as
the primary driver with technologies slowly transitioning from
micro/mild hybrids to fuel cell vehicles, with energy storage
breakthroughs being the major implementation barrier.

•

The 2017 roadmap acknowledges there has been a move from CO₂ as
the sole driver to improved local air quality and the drive for zero
emission operating zones.

•

The “stepping stone” transitional movement between products has

been removed, which reflects there are multiple and not just a single
future solution.
•

There is a greater articulation of technology evolution and potential
market discontinuities.

•

There is a recognition that thermal propulsion systems will transition
from the sole propulsion device to being part of a hybrid system.

•

The impact of vehicle connectivity and autonomy and how this effects
vehicle utilisation and ownership models is given greater recognition.

•

Infra-structural requirement has replaced “technology break through”
as the main implementation barrier.

Update process: The product roadmaps were developed using the following approach
The process was co-ordinated by the Advanced Propulsion Centre on behalf of Automotive Council.

Review of existing product
roadmaps





Developed new product roadmaps
endorsed by the Automotive Council
Research the new
economic, social, technical
and legislative drivers



1-1 confidential interviews



Consensus with participating
OEM’s



Review with Automotive
Council Technology working
group



Drivers: Drivers have been defined as both regulatory and standards but also take into consideration the
environmental basis which is market driven by the consumer

Low emission zones are
already enforced in cities
ranging from London, Tokyo
and Gothenburg. As concerns
regarding air quality have
intensified over recent years,
low emission zones are
evolving into more stringent
ultra-low emission zones
which London plans on
implementing by 2019.

Whilst emission zones can address the urban/city pollution
problem, legislation is still required to enforce a minimum
standard for emissions and particulates across different
vehicle types. Therefore worldwide emissions standards
(i.e. Euro standards, US Tier standards and India’s Bharat
Stage), across all national and supra-national districts will
become increasingly stringent to help reduce air pollution
across the whole jurisdiction

The trend towards zero emission cities, could
begin as early as 2025 with specific zero
emission zones being identified. This will be
city driven and is expected to continue to
include large towns with air quality
challenges. As time progresses, zero
emission zones could increase in area to
cover whole cities.

Drivers: Drivers have been defined as both regulatory and standards but also take into consideration the
environmental basis which is market driven by the consumer

The introduction of Real
Driving Emissions &
Worldwide Light Duty Test
Procedure will increase
the focus on NOx and PM,
test repeatability and
through life performance.

95g/km target is based on
the previous NEDC drive
cycle with individual OEM
targets based on weight.
95% compliance is
expected in 2020 with 100%
compliance expected in
2021.

The current EU Commission’s proposals state
that for 2025, CO2 targets for new cars and
vans should be 15% lower than in 2021. By
2030, average CO2 emissions of the EU fleet of
new cars and vans should be 30% lower than in
2021. The % reduction is on a WLTP basis
which came into force on the 1st September
2017.

Expectation that the
environmental basis, which is
currently being driven by the
consumer will move to consider
the well to wheel impacts with a
potential move to full life cycle
impacts

Categories: In response to CO2 and pollutant emission legislation, passenger car products can be categorised as low
tailpipe emission, zero tailpipe emission capable and zero tailpipe emission with supporting technology enablers

Zero tailpipe emission vehicles (such as
battery electric and fuel cell vehicles) deliver
zero CO2 and pollutant emissions at tailpipe.

Zero tailpipe emission capable vehicles (such as plug-in hybrids) can
achieve a certain distance with zero emissions but require an alternate power
source (typically a thermal propulsion system) for longer journeys. They
currently satisfy the requirement to enter ultra-low/zero emission zones.
Low tailpipe emission vehicles are a cost effective way of
achieving lower CO2 and pollutant emissions. However they
possess limited/no zero emission capability and will be
precluded from entering zero emission zones in the future.
Technology enablers are technologies which are applicable across
a number of products that will effect future powertrain architectures
(e.g. lightweighting and connected and autonomous vehicles)

Infrastructure: Mass market adoption of alternatively fuelled vehicles is highly dependent on introducing a
refuelling infrastructure capable of handling the increased energy demand from transport

Charging availability
There is a challenge around the availability of energy from the electricity network at the right
time. There is also a challenge around the availability of infrastructure to overcome the
increase in charging demand, for inner city, inter-urban and also domestic charging.

Hydrogen Infrastructure
In order to accelerate hydrogen vehicle uptake, challenges
remain around the number of filling stations and obtaining
clean hydrogen from sustainable sources. If these challenges
are overcome, it decouples the vehicle energy storage system
from the electricity network. As energy and transport systems
become more closely linked longer term, there are further
opportunities to link this into the natural gas supply to homes.

District Network Operator Challenges
A step change is required in the Distribution Network Operators infrastructure.
Requirement to move to a “smart grid” with a focus on:
• Enhanced reliability, security and efficiency.
• An increase of available clean energy from renewable sources.
• Smart' technologies for metering, communications concerning grid operations
and status, and distribution automation.

Technology enablers: Lightweighting, smart energy management and improved aerodynamics are continuous
engineering tasks that are fundamental for all vehicle types.

Lightweighting
As per the Lightweight Vehicle Roadmap, lighter vehicles
can be achieved through innovative materials, better
manufacturing processes and efficient design of vehicles.
However lightweighting must be considered in the
context of: total cost benefit; fuel economy / range
improvements; emission advantages; crash worthiness
and safety and the total life cycle impact of vehicles

Aerodynamics
Aerodynamic designs support the
reduction of drag and targeted
system cooling

Smart energy management
Reducing electrical loads and
improving conversion efficiency; higher
levels of integration with vehicle
systems such as HVAC and thermal
systems; and an increase in vehicle
energy harvesting are all examples of
utilising energy more effectively

Technology enablers: Vehicles that are connected and autonomous have the potential to alter powertrains with
new emerging business models and drive cycle changes

In the short term there will be widespread adoption of
driver assist functions such as park assist and traffic
jam assist functionalities. In some defined cases there
could be examples “conditional autonomy” where the
vehicle manages most aspects of driving (i.e. motorway
driving). These could have some impacts on improving
real world powertrain efficiency by managing speeds
and navigating traffic more economically.

As connected and autonomous become more advanced achieving Level 4 and 5
autonomy, they have the potential to become highly disruptive:
• New vehicle ownership and usage patterns could emerge which could spur on
new designs of vehicle to meet varying types of mobility. This facilities the
introduction of lighter more efficient vehicles with different duty cycles, moving
to an increased demand towards zero emission.
• New operational models could emerge with passenger vehicles integrating with
mass transit systems.
• Vehicles could begin communicating with city infrastructure: self-managed
operational charging; utilising V2X data to optimise driving strategies based on
terrain; and enforcement of zero emission zones through geo-fencing.

Low tailpipe emission: Thermal propulsion systems remain critical for future passenger car powertrains but they
will increasingly function as part of system rather than act as the sole propulsion device

In the short term, thermal propulsion systems will
continue to downsize and improve in thermal
efficiency to meet the various CO2/fuel economy
standards. As per the Thermal Propulsion Systems
Roadmap, continued development will focus on
improving current combustion cycles, lighter
weight, reduced friction, wider operating after
treatment systems and better air handling systems.

An increased focus on well-to-wheel and life cycle impacts of
transport could drive the use of more sustainable low carbon
fuels in conjunction with thermal propulsion systems

In preparation to meet post-2025 CO2 targets, thermal propulsion systems will transition to
co-developed, hybrid-focused, electrified and high efficiency power units designed for
specific duty cycles. Closer interaction with driveline and hybrid components will be required
to deliver an improved system efficiency as opposed to increases in thermal efficiency

To comply with the more stringent post 2021 emissions and CO2
targets, next generation higher efficiency (approaching ~48% BTE)
TPS with novel combustion cycles (e.g. HCCI, deep Miller/Atkinson)
or near 100% efficient after treatment systems will be required.

A decline in thermal propulsion systems will be dependent on a
breakthrough in battery or fuel cell technology linked to
appropriate infrastructure. However certain countries will
continue to utilise thermal propulsion systems beyond this date

Low tailpipe emission: Both mild and full hybrids are a lower cost way of achieving lower CO2 and pollutant
emissions

Mild hybrids
Mild hybrids are a low cost route to reduced fleet CO2 and will be linked
to optimised designs with thermal propulsion systems. 12V systems will
remain in the short term due to cost pressures, however, it is likely that
there will be a greater deployment of 48V architectures in the future. As
mild hybrids progress there will be a move to closer integrate electrified
components with thermal propulsion systems (i.e. integrating starter
generator into the driveline)

Full hybrids
Full hybrids have achieved a steady market penetration
and could eliminate the challenges around charging
infrastructure. If full series hybrids increased the range
capability with an appropriate cost model this could be a
parallel technology to PHEVs.

Both mild and full hybrids will further focus on the need to optimise
energy capture. Furthermore if linked to a sustainable low carbon
fuel source, there is a longer term market for these vehicles.

Zero tailpipe emission capable: Plug-in hybrids are a pragmatic approach in achieving a zero emission range
capability for cities and travelling long distances with an alternate power source

There will be a transition from traditional PHEVs with a modest
range to a PHEV that can be used for all emission zones. This
will come with the ability to intelligently charge ahead of entering
zero emissions zones, increased zero emission range and the
ability to auto select modes based on geofencing of those zones.

Accelerated uptake will be driven by reducing the cost of a battery solution that can deliver
acceptable energy and power density as well efficient integration of hybrid focussed thermal
propulsion systems. Optimising battery, electric machine and power electronics to create a
cost effective solution for 50+ km EV range is required to meet inner city capability.

Hybrids are an enabler to meet zero emission city drivers, with
range to allow intercity driving. Product uptake will be
differentiated by markets, geographies nationally and globally

Zero tailpipe emission: Improvements in battery technology are needed to increase the range in the short term but
longer term BEVs will be tailored for bespoke applications

The short term focus will be on increasing the range through
breakthroughs in the energy density of lithium ion technology (as per
the Electrical Energy Storage Roadmap). As the range increases,
along with falling costs, BEVs will increase their volumes and could
take market share away from other hybrid options.
Charging infrastructure availability and rapid charging capability
could drive right sizing of the battery and drive uptake of
alternative battery chemistries. However district network operators
and the National Grid will need to be manage rapid charging
appropriately to ensure a balanced energy system.

As BEVs become more sophisticated, increasing the
range is no longer the primary aim. Instead
understanding the duty cycle will become more
important. There could be BEVs suited for 150 miles in
urban cities, BEVs will 300+ miles for longer distances,
BEVs tailored for personal ownership or those made for
high utilisation under mobility as a service.

Longer-term environmental impact reduction is dependent
on clean sustainable energy supply and understanding the
life cycle impacts of electric drives and batteries.

Zero tailpipe emission: Fuel cell vehicles still need overcome the infrastructure challenges but provide a competing
solution to battery technology when looking at the whole energy system

With increased
renewable power
generation, there is an
opportunity to use H2
as energy system
vector when the grid is
producing surplus
energy. This could
drive the uptake of fuel
cell vehicles

There is a level of uncertainty regarding the
introduction of mass market passenger car fuel cell
vehicles, which is primarily due to the rate of
introduction of the required refuelling infrastructure.
Other technologies are being developed that may
overcome some of the infrastructure challenges
(such as solid oxide fuel cells) but are not yet mature
enough to accelerate mass market introduction.

Cost reductions are required for both the fuel cell stack and H2
storage tanks. The dominant powertrain architecture of fuel cell
vehicles are still open to debate with OEMs still discovering the
optimum balance between battery and fuel cell. There is an
opportunity for a fuel cell range extended hybrid with a larger
battery to handle peak power or a smaller battery to act as a
buffer whilst the fuel cell operates as a prime mover.

Uptake ratios of fuel cell vehicle and BEV may be driven by
different markets, geographies and infrastructure availability.

